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Mapping neuronal responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is key to understanding how visual
information is processed in the brain. This paper focuses on our current knowledge of the dynamics the
receptive ﬁeld (RF) as broken down into the classical receptive ﬁeld (CRF) and the extra-classical recep-
tive ﬁeld (ECRF) in primate LGN. CRFs in the LGN are known to be similar to those in the retinal ganglion
cell layer in terms of both spatial and temporal characteristics, leading to the standard interpretation of
the LGN as a relay center from retina to primary visual cortex. ECRFs have generally been found to be
large and inhibitory, with some differences in magnitude between the magno-, parvo-, and koniocellular
pathways. The speciﬁc contributions of the retina, thalamus, and visual cortex to LGN ECRF properties are
presently unknown. Some reports suggest a retinal origin for extra-classical suppression based on latency
arguments and other reports have suggested a thalamic origin for extra-classical suppression. This issue
is complicated by the use of anesthetized animals, where cortical activity is likely to be altered. Thus fur-
ther study of LGN ECRFs is warranted to reconcile these discrepancies. Producing descriptions of RF prop-
erties of LGN neurons could be enhanced by employing preferred naturalistic stimuli. Although there has
been signiﬁcant work in cats with natural scene stimuli and noise that statistically imitates natural
scenes, we highlight a need for similar data from primates. Obtaining these data may be aided by recent
advancements in experimental and analytical techniques that permit the efﬁcient study of nonlinear RF
characteristics in addition to traditional linear factors. In light of the reviewed topics, we conclude by sug-
gesting experiments to more clearly elucidate the spatial and temporal structure of ECRFs of primate LGN
neurons.
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Fig. 1. Early visual system pathways of the macaque monkey. The ﬁgure on the left
shows the pathway of visual information imaged on the retina as it passes through
the LGN and arrives at the primary visual cortex (V1). The anatomical schematic
represents a ventral view of the right hemisphere. The visual scene is imaged by
photoreceptors in the retina and information is passed through bipolar cells to
retinal ganglion cells whose axons exit the back of the eyeball forming the optic
nerve. Information from the contralateral part of the scene reaches the LGN with
input from the two eyes arriving at separate layers of the LGN: layers 2, 3, and 5
receive input from the ipsilateral eye and layers 1, 4, and 6 receive input from the
contralateral eye. The magnocellular layers (1 and 2) receive input that originated
from rod photoreceptors and the Parvocellular layers (3–6) receive input that
originated from cone photoreceptors. Koniocellular cells in the LGN are interspersed
between the magnocellular and parvocellular layers and receive information arising
from short-wavelength cones. Cells in the LGN project mainly to layer 4 of the
primary visual cortex through a formation called the optic radiation. Adapted from
Solomon and Lennie, 2007 with permission.
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The dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus is a
small, bi-lateral structure that accepts input from each eye repre-
senting the contralateral half of the visual ﬁeld and projects to
the primary visual cortex (see Fig. 1). In higher primates, the
structure comprises six laminae with associated inter-laminar
structures that macroscopically segregate the magno-, parvo-,
and koniocellular visual streams originating in the anatomically
ipsi- and contralateral eyes. The LGN receives input that originates
at the retina, passes through the optic nerves, continues to the
optic chiasm where signals from the two eyes are shufﬂed into
the two visual hemiﬁelds, then courses along the optic projection
to the LGN. The LGN, in turn, sends its output along a projection
to primary visual cortex (Area V1) via the optic radiation.
Cells in the LGN respond to small, well-deﬁned regions of visual
space that are called visual receptive or response ﬁelds (RFs), much
like those found in the ganglion cell layer of the retina (RGC). The
typical RF can be thought of as a spatio-temporal differentiator that
responds best to highly local changes in visual contrast (see Fig. 2
and discussed in Section 2 below). Changes can be either spatially
or temporally expressed, with cells largely falling into one of two
categories, those that respond to either focal increases (on cells)
or decreases (off cells) of luminance. There is nearly a one-to-one
anatomical mapping from retina to LGN in the cat (Hamos et al.,
1987) and evidence for similarly high anatomical speciﬁcity in pri-
mates (Conley and Fitzpatrick, 1989). In addition, there is a nearly
one-to-one functional mapping in cats (Cleland et al., 1971) and
primates (Kaplan et al., 1987; Lee et al., 1983; Sincich et al.,
2009b) from ganglion cell output to LGN cell input, so the close
matching of RF characteristics between RGCs and LGN neurons is
perhaps not surprising. And, like those found in RGCs, responses
in LGN are adapted by luminance and contrast at a larger spatial
scale than the RF.
The standard conceptual framework that partitions visual
receptive ﬁelds into a smaller classical receptive ﬁeld (CRF) and a
larger modulatory extra-classical receptive ﬁelds (ECRFs) was
established by Hubel and Wiesel (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1961,
1959) a half-century ago. In this paper we will use RF to indicate
the entirety of the response ﬁeld in all of its aspects, CRF to indicate
just the classical, small center-surround structure, and ECRF for
any parts of the RF that extend beyond the CRF in either space or
time, reﬂecting common usage in the literature.
In this paper we review recent CRF/ECRF studies of the lateral
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. The focus of this review is on
the primate LGN and we will frequently cite studies in other
species such as cats that serve as points of reference for work in
primates. With a growing body of knowledge about RFs in the+− −
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Fig. 2. Classical and Extra-Classical Receptive Fields in the LGN. (A) The classical receptiv
opposite sign. For on-center cells, light in the center excites the cell and light in the
approximately linearly determined by weighting the light in the center and surround re
through the center of the ﬁeld, a narrower excitatory region shown in red and a broader
black, and forms the well-known Mexican Hat proﬁle. (C) The same difference of Gauss
excitatory, through white for indifferent, and deep blue for inhibitory. Since the inhibito
remains at lighter ones. (D) The ECRF is an as-yet poorly deﬁned region that is larger tha
may also extend through the area of visual space in which the CRF resides. Stimuli in the
generate spikes. Current thought holds that the ECRF provides contrast-dependent gainprimate early visual pathway, it is now clear that the ECRF is an
important part of LGN RFs in primate, and that the functional im-D
e ﬁeld (CRF) comprises a central on or off region and a surrounding ring having the
surround inhibits the cell; the reverse is true for off-center cells. Firing rate is
gions. (B) The CRF can be modeled as the sum of two Gaussians, shown in section
inhibitory one shown in blue for the example on cell here. The sum of the two is in
ians is shown in a full two dimensional plot where color ranges from deep red for
ry ﬁeld is not as strong as the excitatory ﬁeld, it does not reach into deep blues, but
n the CRF, and is shown here in hatched gray. The reader should note that the ECRF
ECRF modulate the response to stimuli in the CRF, but without being able to directly
control on CRF sensitivity.
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(Webb et al., 2005; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006). The strength
and source of the ECRF in LGN neurons is less clear — although
ECRFs can be identiﬁed in RGCs, additional processing within the
LGN, including feedback from cortical areas, may also be impor-
tant. In the present work, we review some of the studies that have
been successful at deﬁning CRFs and/or ECRFs in the LGN. As many
of the reported results hinge upon stimulus choice, a second topic
of review in this paper is the stimuli used to map LGN responses, in
particular natural scenes and noise that statistically imitates natu-
ral scenes (often called 1/f noise as its power spectrummimics that
of natural scenes, although it lacks phase information that charac-
terizes shapes in natural scenes). Using natural stimuli is impor-
tant in a neuroethological context, especially if the aim is
translational as clinical tools that interact with the LGN may need
to do so in a natural environment (Bourkiza et al., 2013; Pezaris
and Eskandar, 2009; Pezaris and Reid, 2007). A variety of methods
have been used in the studies included here; we will, in particular,
examine the different animal models (i.e. cat and monkey) used
and touch upon the resulting biases that may exist in the literature.
Hubel and Wiesel’s original work was with both cats and primates,
but much of the later work in the ﬁeld has been done only in cats.
While the cat visual system has proven to be a robust and capable
experimental model, there are some fundamental differences be-
tween cat and primate visual pathways which make comparative
studies important. Signiﬁcant work with naturalistic stimuli (e.g.
natural scenes and 1/f noise) has been performed in the cat LGN
(Butts et al., 2007; Lesica and Stanley, 2004; Simoncelli and
Olshausen, 2001; Stanley et al., 1999), but natural scene statistics
have rarely been employed in studying the primate visual system.
We conclude the review by highlighting a need for further experi-
ments to detail RF properties of LGN with an emphasis on using the
alert primate preparation.2. Fundamental RF characteristics of the LGN
Early studies established that RFs have extent in both space and
time, and thus a complete characterization requires spatio-tempo-
ral information. This realization led to the eventual application of
white noise analysis and reverse correlation, derived from linear
systems analysis, for the generation of accurate neuronal RF maps
(DeAngelis et al., 1995). The groundbreaking work of Kufﬂer fol-
lowed by Hubel and Wiesel determined the basic characteristics
of CRFs in the retina and the LGN (Hubel and Wiesel, 1961; Kufﬂer,
1953), demonstrating an approximately circular center/surround
organization. They described on-center cells, neurons that have in-
creased ﬁring when bright stimuli are placed in center of the RF
and off-center cells, neurons that have increased ﬁring when rela-
tively dark stimuli are placed in center of the RF (see Fig. 2).
Insightfully, Kufﬂer also described the presence of factors that
were indirectly involved in RGC output, perhaps the earliest men-
tion of ECRF-like effects, factors that ‘‘may well involve areas which
are somewhat remote from a ganglion cell and by themselves do
not setup discharges’’ (Kufﬂer, 1953).
Nevertheless, the fundamental characteristics of receptive ﬁelds
have been substantially reﬁned by later investigation. Some LGN
cells are achromatic, responding only to luminous intensity, while
others are modulated by speciﬁc colors, typically classiﬁed as
belonging to one of three wavelengths: short, medium and long
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1966). Later work has shown a rich set of col-
or-opponent pairs in CRFs (Reid and Shapley, 2002). We refer the
reader to Solomon and Lennie for a review of color vision physiol-
ogy (Solomon and Lennie, 2007). Selectivity for long wavelengths
in the LGN is most common, in agreement with the large number
of cones that are selective for long wavelengths (Wiesel and Hubel,1966). Krüger determined that color-speciﬁc cells made up 90% of
the population (Krüger, 1977). Most cells displayed these charac-
teristics when the stimulus was larger than the receptive ﬁeld.3. Functional pathways across primates
The visual path is segregated into three major divisions at the
LGN, magnocellular (M), parvocellular (P), and koniocellular (K),
with functional differences between divisions largely consistent
across species (Derrington and Lennie, 1984; O’Keefe et al., 1998;
Usrey and Reid, 2000; White et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2001). M cells
are typically achromatic, respond to higher temporal frequencies,
and have large CRF centers. P cells have color-opponent structure
in primates with input from two cone classes at middle and long
wavelengths (Jacobs, 2008), respond to lower temporal frequen-
cies, and have small CRF centers. Most K cells that have been de-
scribed have strong input from short wavelength cones and have
blue-on or blue-off CRF structure (Hendry and Reid, 2000; Martin
et al., 1997; Tailby et al., 2008). According to Xu et al., a much lar-
ger portion of K cells, 34%, cannot be driven by drifting gratings,
compared to only 9% of M cells and 6% of P cells (Xu et al., 2001).
Recent work in primates has shown the presence of K cells with
orientation selectivity that might help explain the ﬁndings of weak
responses to grating stimuli (Cheong et al., 2013). K cell character-
istics also vary across K layers, suggesting that there might be
several classes of K cells, and appear to be more heterogeneous
across species (Hendry and Reid, 2000). Xu and colleagues, as well
as O’Keefe et al. (1998), looked only at owl monkeys but their com-
bined ﬁndings agree with what Usrey and Reid found in both owl
and squirrel monkeys, and with what Norton and Casagrande
found in the pro-simian galago (Norton and Casagrande, 1982).
Both Xu et al. and Usrey and Reid’s studies found that spatial
summation was linear for all LGN cells that ﬁt the linearity-testing
criterion of responding well to drifting gratings (subsequently
some of the recorded K cells were not tested for linearity). Xu
et al. focused on the properties of K cells while O’Keefe et al. and
Usrey and Reid looked primarily at M and P cell properties. The
characteristics of M and P cells that O’Keefe et al. found in owl
monkeys, and Usrey and Reid found in owl and squirrel monkeys
are consistent with what characteristics Maunsell et al. found in
macaques (Maunsell et al., 1999). In all three species, M cells re-
spond faster than P cells, suggesting that the division of pathways
serves the same function: M cells encode spatial information and P
cells encode color information. The only difference that Usrey and
Reid found between owl and squirrel monkeys was that overall, vi-
sual responses in owl monkeys were slower, which they specu-
lated may be due to the nocturnal nature of the species. Between
owl and squirrel monkeys, the receptive ﬁeld surrounds were
equally strong for M and P neurons. Based on these studies, it ap-
pears there are more similarities than differences between primate
species in the early visual system, although a full, detailed analysis
is beyond the scope of the present work.4. ECRF characteristics and the origin of ECI
Compared to the CRF, less is known about the presence of an
ECRF in the primate LGN. Indirect inhibitory input to the thalamus
has been shown by Babadi and colleagues to modulate LGN re-
sponses in cats (Babadi et al., 2010). By identifying retinal input
through S-potentials, they were able to exclude the retina as the
source of the inhibitory modulation they observed, suggesting a
non-retinal source as a likely candidate for extra-classical suppres-
sion. This agrees with the ﬁndings of Kaplan et al. (Kaplan et al.,
1987), who described nonlinear contrast gain control in both the
cat and monkey LGN through simultaneous S-potential and LGN
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nonlinear pattern in the LGN output). Solomon, White and Martin
(Solomon et al., 2002) looked extensively at the suppressive effects
of ECRF stimulation, or extra-classical inhibition (ECI), in the
primate LGN and found that more was present in the M and K
pathways than the P pathway. Interestingly, while the strength
of ECI increased as contrast increased in the ECRF, it also showed
a dependence on the contrast of the RF, supporting their specula-
tion that the ECRF might extend through the CRF as well. They
suggested LGN interneurons as a likely source of ECI.
Webb and colleagues investigated the spatial distribution, both
ﬁne and coarse, of the ECRF for M and P cells (Webb et al., 2005).
Their ﬁndings show that the ECRF is larger than the CRF, consistent
with other reports (Alitto and Usrey, 2008; Solomon et al., 2002),
but found that the ECRF is often asymmetric, concluding that there
is no systematic spatial distribution to the ECRF. Webb et al. agree
with Solomon et al. in the suggestion that the ECRF has different
sources than the CRF, e.g. different retinal or thalamic sources, cit-
ing the correspondence between varying spatial conﬁgurations of
LGN interneuron receptive ﬁelds and the asymmetric nature of
ECI to also hypothesize that thalamic interneurons are involved
in the ECRF. In contrast, Alitto and Usrey (2008) suggest that ECI
arises too quickly after visual stimulation for its source to be corti-
cal feedback and thus conclude it must result from feedforward
suppression from the retina. In their study, the level of response
suppression in the LGN was found to be similar to the level found
in the retina, conﬁrming previous observations that the character-
istics of extra-classical inhibitory effects in the retina are similar to
those in LGN (Solomon et al., 2006). Like in the LGN (Solomon et al.,
2002), only retinal ganglion M cells, and not P, have an extra-clas-
sical surround present, with greater suppression at higher con-
trasts. This surround must be from ECRF activity and not CRF
activity because it was found to occur in response to stimuli that
had not elicited a response in the CRF (Solomon et al., 2006). An-
other study concluded that ECI may originate in the retina because
contrast adaptation in the LGN was not tuned to orientation,
spatial frequency, or temporal frequency, which would not be
expected if the suppression originated in the visual cortex (Camp
et al., 2009).
While there are convincing arguments for both LGN interneu-
rons and retinal ganglion cells as ECRF sources, there may be also
as-yet unobserved inﬂuences from cortico-thalamic feedback.
Most studies have been performed with an anesthetized prepara-
tion, with therefore reduced levels of cortical activity (Haider
et al., 2013; Lamme et al., 1998; Niell and Stryker, 2010) thereby
presumably reducing the level of cortico-thalamic input and effect.
In addition, the timescale of cortical inﬂuence on thalamic activity
may be longer than what has been investigated, especially for
anesthetized preparations (Uhl et al., 1980), or may be evident only
in transient stimuli. The effect may alternately be too subtle to
have been found easily, or a vital input to LGN may have been
missing, like attention as seen in human fMRI by O’Connor et al.
(2002), or other behaviorally driven action, like eye motion as seen
in peri-saccadic inﬂuences on thalamic activity by Reppas et al.
(2002). The current evidence suggests that cortico-thalamic feed-
back does not contribute to extra-classical suppression but the
possibility of an excitatory extra-classical inﬂuence remains. The
presence of extra-classical suppression was found in geniculocorti-
cal afferents of anesthetized primates with a muscimol-inactivated
visual cortex (Sceniak et al., 2006). Another study has compared
surround suppression observed in anesthetized and alert primates
and found that anesthesia does not reduce suppression (Alitto and
Usrey, 2008). While Alitto and Usrey made only a qualitative com-
parison of the two conditions, their results suggest that suppres-
sion is actually greater in anesthetized primates. With evidence
of excitatory ECRFs in V1 (Fitzpatrick, 2000) the effects of whichcould be communicated through the cortico-thalamic projection,
we might expect to see globally balanced excitation and inhibition
from the full-voiced inﬂuence of the awake cortex. One report did
in fact describe weakened EC suppression following ablation of V1
in primates, suggesting that excitatory V1 feedback may somehow
be balanced by other inhibitory input to LGN neurons (Webb et al.,
2002).
Two different functions have been proposed for the role of the
ECRF (Mante et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2002). Firstly, the inhibi-
tory effects from the ECRF may be the source of contrast gain con-
trol in relay cells within LGN, which could also account for the
contrast-dependent nature of retinogeniculate transmission rates
(Bonin et al., 2005). Secondly, ECI may lead to contrast-dependent
aperture tuning, as also seen in V1 (Sceniak et al., 1999). As con-
trast increases, the summation ﬁeld of LGN and V1 cells decreases
in extent, and thus becomes more spatially localized. Interestingly,
P cells, as primary input to the temporal visual pathway or what
stream (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Ungerleider and Mishkin,
1982), do not exhibit ECRF-driven inhibition; precise spatial local-
ization is less necessary in determining identity features. Following
parallel reasoning, M cells, as primary input to the parietal where
stream, exhibit strong extra-classical inhibition; contrast-depen-
dent aperture tuning allows for improved spatial precision under
more ideal viewing conditions.5. Natural stimuli and LGN responses
The studies done to deﬁne primate CRFs and ECRFs have used
artiﬁcial stimuli, leaving the question hanging of whether RF prop-
erties change when more naturalistic stimuli are used. Some inves-
tigators have addressed this question with intriguing results, but
all of the work has been done in the cat model, as brieﬂy summa-
rized in the next few paragraphs.
In a classic paper studying the responses of cat LGN neurons to
natural scenes, Stanley et al. (1999) mapped the CRF of 177 cells
using white noise stimuli, then recorded the neural responses to
three different natural scene movies, and ﬁnally performed a video
reconstruction by convolving the computed CRFs with the spike
trains corresponding to the natural stimuli. The results were fuzzy
but recognizable reproductions of the original movies, with the
distribution of per-pixel correlation between the two videos peak-
ing at 0.6–0.7, demonstrating that RFs from white noise stimuli
were at least similar to those expected from natural scenes.
Building on that work, Lesica and Stanley (2004) examined the
difference in tonic and burst spiking in responses to natural scene
movies. Responses were predicted using an integrate-and-ﬁre
framework and then compared with observed responses, with
the ﬁnding that there was more bursting in response to the natural
scene movies than to the white noise. Bursting was especially
strong when a long inhibitory stimulus preceded an excitatory
stimulus moving into the receptive ﬁeld; moreover, bursting was
found to represent a nonlinear component of the response. The
more robust LGN responses to natural scenes indicate that white
noise stimuli may not be as desirable when mapping RFs, espe-
cially when investigating more subtle or nonlinear effects. Further
support for this idea comes from work by Talebi and Baker in a
downstream part of the visual system, cat Area 18, comparing
the predictive robustness of RFs generated from artiﬁcial and nat-
ural stimuli (Talebi and Baker, 2012). They recorded neuronal re-
sponses to white noise, short bars, and natural images. RF
models generated from each were tested for predictive accuracy
with matching-type and cross-type stimuli. White noise stimuli
elicited weak neural responses, resulting in noisy models, whereas
bars and natural images elicited stronger responses and more
accurate models. Natural image based models performed better
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again suggesting that artiﬁcial stimuli may be poor probes for RF
mapping.
Tan and Yao examined the power spectra of natural scenes, and
found that LGN neurons have spatio-temporal frequency tuning
that acts as an optimal linear ﬁlter to maximize information trans-
mission of natural scenes (Tan and Yao, 2009). They found that the
power spectra vary signiﬁcantly across different scenes and specu-
lated that the spatio-temporal frequency characteristics of LGN
neurons may be tuned to the frequencies of largest variability in
natural scene spectra in order to assist in discrimination of natural
stimuli.
Mante et al. proposed a model which, using the same parame-
ters that apply to simple stimuli, predicts most of the ﬁring rate re-
sponses to complex stimuli like natural scenes (Mante et al., 2008),
including an important role for ECRF suppression in contrast gain
control. They combined a standard center-surround CRF with
fast-adapting gain control factors driven by local luminance and lo-
cal contrast in the ECRF, and found excellent predictive power for
the model, except for bursting.
For further information on the topic of natural scenes, we refer
the reader to Simoncelli and Olshausen (2001) review on the sta-
tistical methods available to analyze natural scene responses.
They present an in-depth discussion of the efﬁcient coding
hypothesis and its applications, including single and multiple
neuron encoding. Simoncelli also offers a concise review of natu-
ral scene statistics (Simoncelli, 2003), including more efﬁcient
coding hypothesis discussion that includes some criticisms of
the method and proposals of how to experimentally test its
validity.
6. Experimental techniques and analysis methods
Much of the early work in RF mapping used drifting bars or
gratings with analysis techniques such as static maps created by
line-weighting functions (Baker and Cynader, 1986; Field and
Tolhurst, 1986) and response-plane maps (Palmer and Davis,
1981; Stevens and Gerstein, 1976). More recently the techniques
of reverse correlation (Ringach and Shapley, 2004) driven by white
noise (Chichilnisky, 2001) or M-sequence (Reid et al., 1997; Sutter,
1991) visual stimuli to map and analyze receptive ﬁelds have been
developed. A typical mapping paradigm is shown in Fig. 3 where a
black-and-white checkerboard stimulus is presented over a
putative RF location in the visual ﬁeld while neural responses are
recorded. The typical analysis that goes along with these stimuli
is shown in Fig. 4 where a spike-triggered average (STA) is created
by taking the mean of the instantaneous frames present at each ob-GAZE
FIXATION
POINT
START
RF
PRE−MAP
 FRAME1  F
        −−−−−−−−−−−−
Fig. 3. Typical Mapping Paradigm. The standard mapping paradigm used to measure resp
the subject and displays mapping stimuli while neural signals are recorded. Experiment
Prior to stimulus presentation, the gaze is localized to a known point on the screen (PR
location, relative to the ﬁxation point. A series of mapping stimuli, depicted here as a set
captured (MAPPING). Often a brief quiet period is included after the stimulus ends be
Mapping phase can be brief, and the sequence repeated many times with different tempo
location of the RF is not known a-priori, a sequence of mappings can be made that sta
spanning progressively smaller portions of the visual ﬁeld while providing increasingly ﬁ
frames, although a single set of frames is often re-used from one neuron to the next.served spike. When the stimuli are spectrally white, and the STA is
generalized to taking the average for multiple frame delays prior to
each spike, the computation becomes equivalent to determining
the average preferred stimulus of a given neuron, or the ﬁrst order
Weiner kernel (Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978; Victor and
Knight, 1979) and thus is a description of the linear part of the neu-
ron’s transfer function.
The requirement for spectral whiteness is met by the use of
carefully-constructed stimuli such as M-sequences that have been
used to map RFs in the primate retina (Benardete and Kaplan,
1997a, 1997b), LGN (Reid and Shapley, 2002; Usrey and Reid,
2000), V1 (Cottaris and De Valois, 1998), and higher order visual
areas (Bair et al., 2002). In the primate LGN in particular, Reid
and Shapley (2002) used M-sequences to investigate functional
differences between cell types in the different LGN laminae,
including examining the speciﬁc retinal cone contribution to tha-
lamic responses by shifting the black-and-white luminance axis
in their checkerboards to cone-isolating colors. They found that
M cell responses were transient, red-green P cell responses were
relatively sustained, and blue K cell responses were the most
sustained (Reid and Shapley, 2002). Although in cats rather than
monkeys, Reid et al. (1997) also performed a similar experiment
to examine the linear receptive ﬁeld properties of Y cells with high
temporal resolution.
Most M and P cells in the primate LGN have linear ﬁring prop-
erties that can be explained by linearly weighting the stimulus
light pattern by a CRF map (see Fig. 2), however, as described in
Section 4, nonlinear properties such as EC suppression of M cells
have been found. These nonlinear RF properties can be examined
using spike-triggered covariance (STC) analysis. Solomon et al.
(2010) used ﬂickering uniform ﬁelds to stimulate primate LGN
neurons, and STAs and STCs to derive estimates of the linear and
second-order nonlinear receptive ﬁelds. The authors arrived at
the interesting conclusion that there is a class of nonlinear cells
in the LGN that encode contrast energy. Thus future investigations
will beneﬁt from taking into account nonlinearities in experimen-
tal design and analysis.
Chichilnisky presents an analysis of the advantages and disad-
vantages of random white noise stimuli (Chichilnisky, 2001). The
beneﬁts include minimizing the effects of adaptation, the ability
to compute model-free linear responses easily, and model-free
nonlinear ones with sufﬁcient data, or, by the inclusion of a simple
model, the ability to compute standard nonlinear responses
quickly. While M-sequences have exact statistics when presented
in entirety, they produce artifact-laden results if the sequence is
not completed (Chichilnisky, 2001); moreover if a stimulus is re-
peated, in general, LGN responses will be almost exactly the sameRAME2
 MAPPING −−−−−−−−−−−
 FRAMEN
POST−MAP
onse ﬁelds (RFs) in primates places a computer monitor at a ﬁxed distance in front of
s include a sequence of phases that are presented in order, as shown in this ﬁgure.
E-MAP) which will also bring the putative RF of the cell under study to a known
of black-and-white random checkerboards, is then shown as the neural response is
fore the recording concludes (POST-MAP). For awake preparations especially, the
ral segments of the mapping stimuli to build up an aggregate set of data. When the
rts with checkerboards with large squares, and progresses to ﬁner checkerboards,
ne detail. Complete mapping of an RF may require many thousands of checkerboard
1 2 5 10 20 50 100
a a b a b c d e a b c . . . a b c . . . a b c . . . a b c . . .
a b c d e f gA
B
Fig. 4. RF Extraction via Spike Triggered Averaging. The simplest methods to compute the RF from a recording use the Spike Triggered Averaging (STA) technique. This
method and its variants rely upon the independence between signal and noise, and presume that at any given instance that the cell responds by ﬁring a spike, there is some
commonality among the stimuli presented that have elicited each spike. The commonality is interpreted as being descriptive of the linear portion of the RF, whereas
non-commonalities in the stimuli will tend to average to zero for well-constructed stimuli. (A) A sequence of 5-by-5 checkerboards in temporal order along with an extracted
spike train. Stimuli of practical use have many more squares than the reduced version shown here. Frames where a spike was detected are highlighted with a light gray box
and labeled with lower case letters starting with a. (B) Labeled frames are collected, averaged, and normalized to form a map, shown here in snapshots with 1, 2, 5, etc. spikes
detected to depict the evolution of the computation with an according number of checkerboards. Maps are shown on a scale where deep red represents response to white
squares of the checkerboard, white indicates indifference to the stimulus, and deep blue represents response to black squares of the checkerboard. The map that is computed
depicts the response of an on-center cell. Not shown is the extension of this technique to examine frames that immediately preceded each spike: the computation is run
multiple times with differing temporal offsets between spike and selected frames, generating a movie of the optimal stimulus.
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an M-sequence to extend data collection does not serve to reﬁne
measurements appreciably as the stimuli are not independent
and LGN responses are precise. In contrast, random noise has more
ﬂexibility in stimulus duration, as indeﬁnitely long stimuli can be
pre-computed, arbitrary segments of which can be shown during
data collection without adversely affecting stimuli statistics.
In contrast, Sincich et al. (2009a) found that neither correlated
Gaussian nor random white noise were as effective at driving neu-
rons as luminance ﬂicker that resembled natural scene temporal
ﬂuctuations with 1/f properties. Their observations suggest that
work using other and currently more common noise techniques
could be sampling a limited portion of the neuronal response
range.
Methodological advances have brought about the possibility of
independently stimulating single retinal photoreceptors for
extraordinarily ﬁne-grained control over retinal input to LGN.
McMahon et al. (2000) showed that retinothalamic circuitry can
be probed in monkeys using a clever laser interferometry
technique that bypasses the optics of the eye to form grating
stimuli directly on the retina. In a similarly technically impressive
effort, Sincich et al. (2009b) were able to reliably evoke activity
from macaque LGN cells by stimulating single retinal cone cells
using micron-scale spots of light targeted at the LGN CRF center
with a scanning laser stimulus. Although neither study explored
the ECRF, both were able to quantify the contribution of each of
multiple cones spanning the CRF for a set of example thalamic
cells. As the technique of adaptive optics is relatively new, we
might well expect to see additional, high-input precision visual
mapping results in the near future, as suggested in the recent
review by Roorda (2011).
Recent technical advances have included progress in analytical
methods as well. Fairhall et al. (2012) discuss recent advances in
information theory such as Maximally Informative Dimensions(MID). MID allows for the use of reverse correlation techniques
with stimuli other than Gaussian white noise. It also allows for
the estimation of feature selectivity when natural stimuli are used.
Sharpee’s review (Sharpee, 2013) discusses the various models that
exist to deﬁne the receptive ﬁeld, speciﬁcally for use in conjunction
with natural stimuli. The review is a good resource for information
on linear models and their expansions, STAs, STCs, MIDs, multidi-
mensional feature selectivity, maximally informative subspace,
and maximally informative quadratic models, as well as all of these
models’ best suited applications and the assumptions that go along
with each. These methods are particularly useful for relating neural
responses even when many stages of nonlinear processing are in-
volved. In the future, such methods could be applied to higher or-
der visual areas where responses have complex, and sometimes
unknown, invariances that characterize neural feature selectivity.
7. Proposed experiments
Combining the information presented here thus far reveals a
gap in current knowledge of ECRFs in the primate LGN. The work
that has been done in cats shows that natural scenes and 1/f noise
are better at revealing nonlinearities in neuronal responses than
white noise. Moreover, a commonly proposed model of ECRF effect
is nonlinear, underscoring the potential importance of method
selection. However, there is currently a lack of work in primates
to examine these issues.
The cat visual system, although similar to the primate visual
system, has signiﬁcant differences that should give pause when
generalizing ﬁndings in cats to those for primates, especially when
looking for the potential inﬂuence of cortico-thalamic feedback. In-
ter-species differences can be found at the molecular level, such as
when Levitt and colleagues compared neuronal properties in visu-
ally-deprived macaques (Levitt et al., 2001), in an attempt to
extend Guimaraes et al.’s previous study in cats (Guimaraes
A.M. Jeffries et al. / Journal of Physiology - Paris 108 (2014) 3–10 9et al., 1990). Levitt et al. sutured one eye shut shortly after birth in
ﬁve macaques and compared anatomical and functional differ-
ences with four macaques which had been reared with normal
vision in both eyes. The authors found that immunoreactivity for
a monoclonal antibody that labels magnocellular laminae
(Cat-301) was uniformly reduced in laminae corresponding to
the deprived eye. In cats, the Cat-301 antibody speciﬁcally labels
Y cells, which are lost after deprivation (Guimaraes et al., 1990).
This result provides structural evidence to suggest that primates
do not possess a visual pathway strictly analogous to the Y cell
pathway of cats, as had been earlier asserted by Shapley and Perry
based on functional characteristics alone (Shapley and Perry,
1986).
Differences are also evident at the systems level in the early vi-
sual stream. In the cat, LGN projects to two areas of the visual cor-
tex, Brodmann Areas 17 and 18, unlike the single projection to
visual cortex in primates. Lesioning either one of Area 17 or 18
has limited effect on the functioning of the unlesioned area, and
speciﬁcally does not induce profound blindness (Dreher and Cot-
tee, 1975). In primates, the LGN projects almost solely to V1 and
lesions of that area eliminate conscious sight entirely in the af-
fected part of the visual ﬁeld (Brindley et al., 1969).
In addition to the problems of generalizing across species, al-
most all work classifying RFs and ECRFs has been done in anesthe-
tized animals, cats and primates alike, with some important
exceptions. Alitto et al. examined the differences in visual re-
sponses of alert and anesthetized macaques (Alitto et al., 2011).
They found that LGN neurons in alert animals responded with
higher ﬁring rates and the neurons had an increased ability to fol-
low stimuli drifting at higher spatial and temporal frequencies.
Moreover Reppas, Usrey and Reid (Reppas et al., 2002) found sacc-
adic eye movements modulated LGN responses to ﬂickering ﬁelds
of uniform intensity in awake, behaving macaques. In a similar
study, Saul (Saul, 2010) found that saccades changed the response
times of neurons. These results show that anesthetizing the animal
changes the nature of neuronal responses, especially how they
might respond to natural scenes and naturalistic noise.
In a similar technical convention that has constrained results,
nearly all experiments have used annular stimuli (Alitto and Usrey,
2008; Babadi et al., 2010; Solomon et al., 2006, 2002) with a lim-
ited ability to fully examine the detailed spatial structure and ex-
tent of the ECRF. Non-uniformity of an annular structure in the
ECRF has been reported (Webb et al., 2005), but a rigorous, deﬁn-
itive mapping has not yet been performed. Contemporary stimulus
generation systems are able to present full-ﬁeld arbitrary stimuli at
high refresh rates, and contemporary computers are readily capa-
ble of analyzing large volumes of data (Alivisatos et al., 2012;
Briggman and Bock, 2012) created by extensive stochastic stimuli.
Further experiments in alert primates responding to natural stim-
uli that address these gaps in the current body of work are needed
to better understand the visual system and its properties, and the
technical and analytic tools to do so are now available.8. Conclusion
In this paper we have gathered current knowledge of primate
LGN receptive ﬁelds, classical and extra-classical, to illuminate
the areas that need more work to achieve a better understanding.
Much less is known about ECRFs, their source, shape, and how they
behave in response to stimuli, than CRFs. Most of the studies that
have involved LGN mapping concentrate on the CRF, and few have
examined the ECRF. Just as there is more known about CRFs than
ECRFs, there is more work done using artiﬁcial stimuli than with
natural stimuli. Because most of the work done has been with arti-
ﬁcial stimuli, it is hard to know if the ﬁeld is inadvertently missingimportant factors involved in visual processing that are present
when natural stimuli are used. Technological advancement in
stimulus generation and data analysis provide the opportunity to
study the ECRF and the CRF in greater detail. Coupled with the
growing appreciation of the importance of conscious inﬂuence on
early sensory processing, the ﬁeld could see a shift toward using
natural stimuli in awake animals for a fuller understanding of
the visual system. Despite the tremendous advances in the half-
century since Hubel and Wiesel’s initial work, there remains much
left to learn about the early visual pathway.Acknowledgments
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